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Welcome to the 24th and final

issueofUpTime ! UpTime was originally

started shortly before the demise of the

long-heralded cornerstone of theCoCo
Community, the Rainbow, When it

becameobviousthatthe Rainbow would

no longer be able to support its own
existance due to the declining

advertising and user base, the idea for

UpTime was bom as a way to give the

CoCo Community a newsletter about

what was new and happening if the

Rainbow were to cease publication,

UpTime was neverdesigned as a profit-

based publication, but rather an

mformational newsletterand abasefrom

which to continue advertising CoCo
and OSK products. Now that several

other newsletters have taken hold,

UpTime will conclude with this fmal

issue. Any remaining subscription

credits willbe transfeiredto (55 'Micros,

an excellentpublicationthat also covers

theCoCo andOSKmachines.Eachtwo
remaining issues of your UpTime

subscription willbe transferred as aone

issue creditto68 'Micros. Ifyou already

have a subscription, your subscription

will be extended by the same amount.

Enclosed with this issue is a staterttent

of your account— please check to be

sure that this is correct and inform us of

anyproblems sothatthey canberesolved

quickly. For more information about

FARNA Systems, their advertisment

On The Move

is contained elsewhere in this issue.

Here's an excerpt from our

ProductHotline listing forvariousclubs

anddealers who offersubscription based

products either on printed or magnetic

media:

A/a/7ie;68Micros

Description: Newsletter published every

six weeks featuring various columns

and features, including a hardware

corner, C programming, Q&A, and

dassifleds, starting with the August

1993 Issue

Status: In good standing

Cosf:$23/yr

Distritfutor. FARNA Systems, 904 2nd

Ave., Wamer Robins GA 31098-1029,

(912)'326-7859

Name:OS^ Underground
Description: Newsletter dedicated to OS-
9 products and infonnatlon, published

sporadically, would recommend
contacting the dealer for more
information

Status: Have had past problems- contact

first

Cost: unknown
Distributor: 4650 Kahuenga Blvd. Suite

#7, Toluca Lake CA 91602, (818)-

761-4135

Name: CoCo Trader

Description: Newsletter for buy/sell/

trading of any items or information.

Reasonable ad rates. Write for more
information.

Cost: $2.50 / 1/8-pg ad
Distributor: CoCo Trader, 2861 Easy

St., Sevien/ille TN 37862

Name: Mt&CC DIskletter

System Req.: CoCo 3, 1 28K
Description: Newsletter on disk for Mid-
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JWT Enterprises, 5755 Lockwood Blvd.

,

Youngstown, OH, 44512. Yearly sub-

scription rates are $15.00, or $7.50 in

two installments, Foreign orders (except

Canada and Mexico) add $7.00 postage.
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Quotation not permitted. Material may
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anyform whatsoever withoutthe express
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Basic09 in ??
Easy Steps

As promised in the last

installment, this time we will look

at the commands embedded in the

Disk ROM of DECB and how to

deal with them under Basic09. The

disk ROM lives up to its name in

more ways than one. Not only is it

(physically) situated inside your

floppy disk controller so you won't

be able to use it until you have

(upgraded to) a disk based system,

it also is almost entirely devoted to

executing commands dealing with

access to disk drives.

Under OS-9, this whole

concept becomes obsolete because

OS-9 doesn't use any of the ROMs
inside your system. All code

dealing with disk

access and functions

is spread out over a

variety of managers,

device drivers, device

descriptors, and

utilities. This isn't

done to make the

system hard to

understand forpeople,

but to make it easily

adaptable to a variety

of hardware setups.

ForBasic09, this

means that all

commands you give it

that need access to a

disk (or other input or

output device) are not

handled by Basic09

itself but passed on to

OS-9. There are

basically three ways in

which you can tell

your application to do

a certain job, although sometimes

one of them is certainly preferred

over the others.

The first way is to use

commands embedded in Basic09.

For example OPEN, CREATE,
DELETE, etc. In this case Basic09

will gather and check the

information ncccessary to execute

an OS-9 system call and pass the

information on. OS-9 becomes

completely transparant since the

user has no way of knowing
whether Basic09 executed its own
code or something else.

The second way is to use the

SysCall utility. As described in part

three ofthe series, you can use this

utility by issuing a RUN syscall

statement. Your program must

supply and check the information

passed to OS-9 for executing a

certain system call. Although this
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is a little more work, it also allows

you access to functions not

accessible through corresponding

Basic09 statements, thus

complementing and enhancing

Basic09.

The third way is through the

useofBasic09's SHELLcommand.

Inthiscase, OS -9 starts anew shell

to execute whatever command
Basic09 passes on to it. This way is

usually preferred for launching

other processes, calling and/or

loading programs and utilities, etc.

Andnow for theconversions.

Following is a list of commands
that, under OS -9, are included in

the system as separate programs

called utilities: BACKUP, COPY,

DIR, KILL, LOAD, MERGE,
RENAME and SAVE.

Generally speaking, you will

use these commands most often

from the OS9: prompt. However,

there may be cases in which you

will want to run them from within

a program, such as when your

application uses temporary files

during execution and has to clean

up afterwards. Under DECB you

would rename a fUe as follows:

RENAME oldfile TO newfile.

In Basic09 this becomes:

SHELL "rename oldfile

newfile'Mn this example "oldfile"

and "newfile" are presumed to be

literal names. If they represent

string variables, the command
would look like this; SHELL
"rename "+oldfile+"

"+newtile. Of course, your

program must take care of two

things here: A) the variables must

contain valid names, and B) your

current working directory is the

directory where these files are

located.

This second problem doesn't

exist with DECB because it keeps

all of its files in one directory,

which is al ways both your working

andexecution directory. UnderOS-

9, generally speaking, your

working directory holds your data

files, while your execution

directory holds your programs,

system utiU ties, etc. When you boot

up, OS-9 will set the execution

directory to CMDS and your

working directory to the root

directory ofyourbootup disk. On a

floppy system this is typically

called /do.

Although DECB has no

equivalents, I do want to mention

the CHX and CHD commands here.

One uses these commands under

OS-9 (as well as from within

Basic09) to reset the system's

directory pointers. Suppose you

have a collection of programs in a

separate directory called

"programs". For OS-9 to be able to

run them, it must be able to fmd
them. You can tell OS-9 where it

can find the programs by typing (in

this case): CHX /dO/programs.

CHD works in the same way, but

resets the pointer to the working

directory. For instance: to access a

directory called "textdata" on drive

/dl you would type CHD /d1/

textdata. Once you have set the

directory pointer in this way, you

can access all files within that

specific directory by just typing

their name rather than having to

type an entire pathli.st to one of

those files.

In a way one could say that

CHX/CHD are the OS-9 equivalents

ofDECB's DRIVEcommand. They
are just a little more complex to use

because OS-9's directory system

is more complicated.

With regard to the commands

mentioned above, I want to point

out two more things. OS-9 and

Basic09 do not support the LOADM
and SAVEMcommands. The reason

for this is that OS-9 can load

programs from any language as

long as the programs' module

header is recognized by OS-9. This

module header contains, among

otherthings, acode for the language

in which the program is written.

This code is checked by OS-9

before it tries to run the program,

but notwhen it loads a program. So

a simple LOAD command will do

for all applications.

The second poit.t is that

Basic09 does recognize the KILL
command but not for deleting files.

KILLisusedbyBasic09 to unlink

modules that it no longer needs

from its workspace. This is very

useful when you write programs

too large to fit into the CoCo' s 64K
address space. Ifyou want to delete

a file from within Basic09, you

must use the DELETE command.
There are a number of

commands that have been dealt

with in previous articles so I won't

do a repeat of them: CLOSE, EOF,

GET, INPUT, OPEN, PRINT, PUT,

RUN and WRITE.

CVN and MKN$ are not

j

supported. OS-9 uses a technique

often called streaming to access

disks. In simple terms, this means

\
data transfer without format

checking, so there is no real need

for conversions.

On the point ofconversions I

would like to point out that if you

write a program that needs to share

its (numerical) datafiles with

programs written in languages other

than Basic09, you may want to

storenumbers as stri ngs. The reason

for this is simple: Ifyou store a real
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Looking For Full and Real CoCo Support?

Look to: Mid Iowa & Country CoCo's

"The UPGRADE" Disk Magazine!

• Is not tiard copy , though it wil I dump to your printer.

• Displays first rate 16 color H2 graphics, with articles.

• Does ke^ you informed with news from around the country.

• Incltxies ads arvl recommendations of better dealers.

• Does tiave OS-9 articles concerning the CoCo. Has a Level II tutorial

series and others, witti extensive 05-9 litirary,

• Does have Basic programing technique article and tutorials.

• Does have a full variety of RS-DOS & OS-9 indepth articles and reviews

with tips for all; where to buy printers, drives, arvd hardware

• Does have a free buy/sell CoCo hardware listing. With CoCos and

drives plus the hard to find items.

• Some are double disk issues!

This is a News disk, not a software disk. That we leave to the 'Mid Iowa

& Country CoCo" library 'available wherever you are ar. You can select

from a varied of the fiesJ available RS & OS Public [Jomain, Shareware,

and Orphanware for only a filing, backup, and mailing fee. Plus a Christian

software sub-chapter. ROM burn and other support to "air' members. Gosh

what don't we offer? Bonus disks? Yes, we've had a bonus disk or two per

year tool

Now in our ninth year, four as a national Dislonagazine! With "The

UPGRADE National Diskmagazine", we've grown to be one of the largest

CoCo outreaches! With over 250 satisfied subscribers in over 40 states and

5 provinces of Canada; plus Australia and England. Join with those who

write: "Here's my renewal, I don't want to miss an issuer

May we also serve you?

Your UPGRADE subscription includes:

• 1-year membership in MISCC and • UPGRADE Diskmagazine siijscrption with

• bonus disks and double issues (Req: 128K CC3, w/1 drive, RGB a TV)

$1 6.00 US * $21 Canada • $31 Foreign Air
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much asked for (long awaited by some):

multiple file transfers for OScopy/RScopy. New
interface almost eliminates typing and allows

you to transfer entire disks with a single

command.

6309 processor; CoCoTop, Quickletter, and

Accounting Level 2 have been updated to

support the 6309 processor. New installation

routines detect the 6309 and update programs

atid printer driver if necessary.

' CoCoTop version 2. Includes a programmable

calendar, hotkey access of functions, one key

repeat function, file marking for batch process-

ing, and help screen. It also uses larger buffers

to prevent problems with hard drives. $29.95

(version 2.1 $24.95). CoCoTop version 1

continues to be available. Upgrades to version

2; $10.

' Homepac09. Keep track of all your important

things: finances, mailing addresses, telephone

numbers, and computer programs. Also allows

you to make and phnt blank forms. One
package: $29.95

For more info and prices, call or write to Chris Dekker:

RR#4 CentrevilleNB EOJ IHO Canada (506)276-4841
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number on disk, it has the same 5-

byte format as in memory. Most

other languages use either 4-byte

and/or 8-byte formats to represent

real numbers. So, even ifyou get a

programto read the correctnumber

of bytes, it may not have a clue

about their meaning. If you store a

number in string format it looks the

same as you would enter it fromthe

keyboard- a format that is

universally recognized.

DSKINI is not recognized

by OS-9/Basic09. Use FORMAT
instead.

DSKI$ and DSKO$ are not

supported by OS-9 either. OS-9

does have a low level disk access

command but it works differently.

You can get low level access to a

disk under OS-9 by adding "@" to

the drive name when you open a

path to it (e.g. OPEN #path, '7

dO@":READ).
The main difference with the

DECB commands is that you still

can not access a disk by referencing

track/sector numbers. Instead you

must specify what is called a

Logical Sector Number or LSN.

OS-9 converts this number into

track/sector numbers using data

contained in the device driver.

Using this command, the

entire disk is regarded as a single

file. On a DS 40 track disk, this file

is 1440 sectors long (numbers; 0-

1439). This approach makes for

easy programming when you want

to write a backup utility and it also

works fine for reading DECB
format disks. A drawback is that

you can not access, for instance,

MSDOS format disks this way on

a standard setup. The reason for

this is that addresses get incorrectly

decoded by the device driver. To

correct the problem, you will have

to install an extra driver capable of

handUng the 5 1 2byte sectorformat

used by MSDOS.
AllFIELD statements in your

program can be replaced by TYPE
statements. This essentially defines

your record as a complex

datastructure which can be

transferred to and from files with

the same GET/PUT commands as

used in DECB. For example,

FIELD #1, 5 AS A1$, 10 AS
A2$, 7AS B$ would translate into:

TYPE record=A1$:STRING[5

]; A2$:STRING[10]; B$:STR
ING[7]

DIM bufferirecord

Note that the #1 (the buffer

number) is not specified here since

Basic09 returns a path number

when you OPEN a path to the file.

"Buffer" as defined in the DIM
statement is simply a label to

identify thememory space set aside

for "record". The buffer that is

alluded to by #1 in the FIELD
statement does exist under OS-9

but is handled internally by OS-9

and completely transparant to the

user.

The same is true for the

FILES statement. Every time you

OPEN a path to a file, OS-9 creates

the necessary buffer(s), but this

process is transparant to the user.

LOG and LOF are not

supported by Basic09. This leaves

basically two ways to deal with the

problem of where you are. Your

application can take care of it.

Either by using an internal counter

or by defining a byte (or two) as

part of the record to hold that

record's number. Another way of

dealing with the problem is using

OS-9's filepointer. For every open

file of every program running OS-

9 maintains a filepointer. This

pointer always points to the next

byte to be read from or written to in

that file. Upon OPENing or

GREAT ( E )ing a file, the pointer is

automatically set to 0. This means

thatyour first access to a file always

starts at the first byte in the file.

If you want to access a

different part of the file you must

use the command SEEK
#path,bytenumber with

'bytenumber' being the exact

location of the start of the next disk

access.

However this doesn't help

much if you want to know where

you are. Basic09 doesn't have any

direct commands built-in to tell

you, but we can use a system call to

read the current value of the

filepointer. Assuming you have a

data structure set up to mimic the

6809' s registers the following code

will do:

regs.a-path (path associated

with file)

regs.b=5 \ RUN syscall($8D,

regs)

filepoin[tei^=65536*regsj(+regs.u

The number ofthe record last

read or written to is calculated as:

recordnumber=filepointer/

SIZE(buffer)-1

Note that this line only works

if the abovementioned TYPE and

DIM statements are also included

in the program.

LSET and RSET are not

recognized by Basic09. Basic09

always left justifies a string in the

space allocated to it. Note that if

you do not expressly define a

QpTlmo
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variable as a string of length 'x',

but use a variable name ending

with $; Basic09 sets this space to

32 characters. If a string is longer

than its allocated space, Basic09

truncates it to make it fit and

discards the rest. Ifa string is shorter

than its allocated space Basic09

terminates it with a CHR$(255).

Ifyou have to justify a string

for output formatting use the

PRINT USINGstatement with the

following codes:

Sxx> (right justifies a string

in a field xx chars wide)

Sxx< (left justifies the same
setup)

Sxx'^ (will center the text in

the field)

The UNLOADcommand is not

recognized by Basic09 either. The

best way to prevent problems with

paths to files being left open, which

can happen, is to exit your program

with a BYE statement instead of

END. As I mentioned earlier in this

series, BYE forces OS-9 to execute

a F$Exit system call. Part of the

function of this system call is to

close the paths left open by a

program, so it implies an UNLOAD
command. BYE also exits Basic09

so the best way to implement it, is

afteryou havedebuggedyour code.

Before you pack your code replace

all END statements in the primary

module with BYE. In this context

"primary" refers to the module that

runs all the other modules that are

part of a program.

If you have problems with a

program not closing paths it u sually

shows up as follows. After you

have run and exited a program you

want to delete a file the program

accessed. After typing the

command del filename, OS-9
doesn't delete the file but prints an

ERROR #253.

VERIFY OryOFF has no

direct counterpart in OS-9.

Although it is possible to turn write

verification on and offunder OS-9,

you will have to get a utility from a

third party source to do it. Rainbow

(2/90) contained an article by

Stephen Goldberg on the subject,

which includes C source code for a

similar program.

There is a more radical way
of dealing with the problem:

altering the drive's device

descriptor and saving the changes

in a new bootfile. This will boot up

your system with write verification

disabled which results in much
speedier programs if they have to

write to the disk fairly often. Note

that this has no impact on the speed

with which data is read from a disk.

Most hardware seems to be

reliable enough that this is asafe

way of speeding up programs

without creating unpleasant

surprises when its time to read the

data back from the disk. If you

want to go this route change, the

byte at offset $1A (#26) in the

floppy drive descriptors from goes

to 1 . If you know how: fine, but

it is somewhatbeyond the scope of

this article to explain the process in

detail.

If your program was written

under ADOS, JDOS, or similar

implentations, you may run into

commands like RATE, which OS-9

handles in the same way asVERIFY
(reading acodebytefromthe device

descriptor), and the FREE
command whose duties are taken

over by a utility with the same

name. However, since I'm not

familiar with theseROM ' s, I won ' t

deal with them in this article. The

one last thing I want to mention is

the BAUD command which can be

replaced by OS-9's TMODE (or

XMODE) utihty.

Pythagoras

The similarity ofK-Windows

to CoCo 3 OS-9 windows and the

appeal ofthe Pythagoras tree made
Chris Dekker's gracious invitation

to experiment with the program in

a recent VpTime irresistable. The

results of some minor

experimentation follow.

Conditions:

I did this and timed it on my
MM/ la, which, unlike the CoCo 3,

has no special text windows. I just

used standard output, cleared the

screen, and before exiting turned

the cursor back on. The original

program (with those changes, and

using bgfx instead of gfx2) came

right up and ran in 2 1 .3 seconds on

the MM/ la.

(Just forthe heck of it, I made

the program select random palette

registers instead ofreading the same

ones each time. Initializing the

palette array takes a negligible

amount of time compared with

drawing circles, so it makes no

significant difference in run time.)

If you want to use the code

from the accompanying listings on

a CoCo, you'll either have to
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prearrange an appropriate window or add the code

from the original Hsting thai opens a window, performs

a DWSet on it, selects it, and closes it at the end,

change bgfx to gfx2, and add the path parameter to the

graphics calls to specify the selected window.

Easy Changes:

Some variables in the original program do not

appear in DIM statements. BASIC09 gives them the

type REAL, because their names don't end with "$".

Declaring those variables that contain only integral

values to have the type INTEGER cuts the program's

run time to 15.3 seconds.

Unlike tokenized BASICs, or BASICs using

suffixes to indicate the types of constants, BASIC09
considers numerical constants without scientific

notation or decimal points to have type INTEGER.
Calculating pixel coordinates entirely in REAL
arithmetic without gratuitous conversion cuts the run

time to 12.6 seconds.

Examining the pixel coordinate calculations

shows we can simplify them to do more in integer

arithmetic:

• instead of x3-320.+xl*640./4.8 we can use

x3=320+FIX(x I *400.)/3, and

• instead of y3=:l 16.-y 1* 192./3.6 we can use y3=l 16-

FIX(yl*160.y3

This cuts the run time to 10.8 seconds, almost

doubling the speed with minimal effort.

Slightly Less Easy Changes:

If you've studied recursion and data structures

and know some old programming languages, you will

recognize the parallel arrays in the original program.

They comprise a stack of structures, a common dodge

to avoid recursion in languages lacking itor to eliminate

recursion whether the language supports it or not.

Eliminating recursion can have advantages, even

if you use a language supporting recursion, like

BASIC09— but apart from some easy cases,

eliminating recursion makes aprogram more obscure.

(To give recursion elimination its due, not using

BASIC09 TYPEs causes much of the obscurity here.)

I started these experiments by making the program

recursive, to reassure myself that I understood it.

Doing so, and changing the pixel coordinate

calculation as we described earlier, reduced the run

time to 5.8 seconds. I expected it to slow down, but T

think the I-code interpreter can implicitly push and

pop values via procedure calls faster than it can do so

explicitly via multiple statements and multiple array

references (each with subscript range checking). I do

not know whether using BASIC09 TYPEs to reduce

the number of array references per push/pop would

help.

More Interesting Changes:

To go further requires study of the Pj'thagoras

tree itself. Starting with an initial point in the plane, ( 1

,

0), the program generates a sequence of points and

draws circles around them. Because each point in tum

determines two other points, abinary tree arrangement

seems natural. We will number the terms in a way

you'll recognize if you have ever looked at heapsort:

1

/ \

2 3

/ \ / \

4 5 6 7

We label the root of the tree term 1, and then in

general, we label term n's children 2n and 2n+l.

The speedups we derive in the following depend

on the formula for the points. In the original program,

you will notice a variable C that the code sets to .5 and

leaves unchanged. I can think of a couple of reasons

for the variable:

1. Tokenized BASICs like Color BASIC can take

longer to interpret numeric constants than to look up a

variable's value, and programmers sometimes try to

speed up theirBASIC programs by assigning constants

to variables and then referring to the variables.

2. The Pythagoras tree may have other interesting

variants generated with different values of C, making

C a "parameter" in the mathematical sense rather than

the programming sense.

apTlin«
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In the following, we will use the value .5 for C.

In the original program, X andY correspond to the root

of the current subtree, XI and Yl to the left child, and

X2 and Y2 to the right child. Using .5 for C, the tree-

oriented numbering, and the distributive law, the smoke

clears to reveal:

x(2n)=(x(n)-(y(n)+1))/2

y(2n) = (x(n) + (y(n) + 1))/2

and

x(2n+1) = (x(n) + {y(n) + 1))/2 = y(2n)

y(2n+1) = (-x(n) + (y(n) + 1)) / 2 = -x(2n)

This simplification cuts the runtime to 5.5

seconds. (I used excess parentheses above to clarify

the relationships involved; the source does not contain

them.)

The next change will occur to you if you look at

the program output. Notice its symmetry about a

vertical line. That will let us draw two circles at a time,

halving the calculation, i/we can generate points in the

right order, skipping the ones we can derive.

"But wait," you say, "the original program already

draws two circles at a time!"

Yes, it does— and since you may find the

technique useful in other tree- walking code, it merits

study. The typical "inorder" binary tree traversal code

reads something like:

"visit" the node
IF it has a left child THEN
traverse the left subtree

ENDIF
IF it has a right child THEN
traverse the right subtree

ENDIF

(Peoplewho write about tree traversal use "visit'"

to mean doing what you actually want to do with each

node. In the case of the Pythagoras tree, when we

"visit" a node, we draw a circle around the matching

point.)

In the Pythagoras tree, the sequence goes on

forever, so every node has both children and we decide

where to quit (in this program, at the tenth level),

changing the standard traversal to

"visit" the node
IF we haven't gone as deep as we want THEN
traverse the left subtree

traverse the right subtree

ENDIF

In addition, we don't draw a circle around the

root, making it easy to "hoist" the visitation of the

children and write:

"visit" the left child

"visit" the right child

IF we haven't gone as deep as we wantTHEN
traverse the left subtree

traverse the right subtree

ENDIF

The original programmer did so, and thereby

saved one level of recursion for a given tree depth, or

rather, since the original program didn't use recursion,

the explicit stack used one less entry. (I had to do a

small example by hand to convince myself. If you

don't see it at first either, emulate it by hand with a

small maximum depth.) So, remember this method. It

maycome inhandy for your next inorder tree traversal.

Returning to the quest for symmetry, if we take

advantage of symmetry and use the above traversal

method, then we will draw/f^wr circles per invocation:

the two we drew before and two corresponding to

them.

But can we take advantage of symmetry? The

output gives us a big hint— we notice matching points

because their circles have the same radius. What

determines the radius of the circles? Depth in the tree.

Symmetric points in the tree must thus have equal

depth. The first few levels reveal the pattern:

— (0,1) —
/ \

(-1.1) (1.1)

/ \ / \

(-1.5, .5) (.5,1.5) (-.5,1.5) (1.5, .5)

(Fortune smiles upon us. Not only does symmetry

hold, but symmetry about the y axis— the simplest

kind, as Mrs. Olsen would say.)

Math majors who haven't already figured it out
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will now say

"Of course! For all n >= 0, for all k in {0, ..., 2^n
- 1 ) , the (Z'^n + k)th point corresponds to the (2^n +
(2^n-k-l))th point

r

For non-math majors, a bit more slowly: = -0,

so the root corresponds to itself It and the second level

can only work one way, and the third gives away the

pattern: corresponding points run from each end

towards the middle. You can easily prove the more

formal statement of the property by mathematical

induction on n, which corresponds to tree depth.

The relationship between symmetric points lets

usjust traverse either the left or the right subtree ofthe

root, drawing the other subtreeby taking advantage of

symmetry. Combining this with the hoisted visitation

hack takes some finesse. We have to skip one child,

but only at the top level. Also, unless we check for the

top level, we draw the two largest circles twice— but

nobody will notice two circles of 1 ,022 drawn twice.

We didn't bother.

Taking advantage of symmetry cuts the

program's run time to 4.0 seconds.

One More Change:

Ifwe can calculate the coordinates in INTEGER
arithmetic with sufficient accuracy, we can speed up

the program yet again.

Because the calculations mix X and Y
coordinates, we must use the same scaling factor for

both ofthem.We must also keep to the 6809 BASIC09
INTEGER value limits, -32768 to 32767, to make sure

the program will run on a 68xxx computer or the

CoCo.

We multiplied the X coordinate by 400 and then

divided by 3, and multiplied the Y coordinate by 160

and then divided by 3. That suggests the least common
multiple of 400 and 160, 800, as our scaling factor,

which allows a coordinate as large as 32767 / 800 =

40.96 without overflowing. The recurrence relation

adds two coordinates, constraining their absolute values

to about 20 for safety— but 20 easily exceeds the

maximum coordinate in the tree.

Then the conversion to pixels changes as follows:

x3=320+FIX(x1*400.)/3 ->

x3=3204-x1/6 (because 400 / 3 = 800 / 6)

y3=116-RX(y1*160.);3 >
y3=116-y1/15 (because160/3 = 800/15)

and 1 in the calculation of the successive terms, of

course, becomes 800.

To move REAL calculations entirely out of the

main part ofthe program, we can also precalculate the

scaled radii and save them in an INTEGER array

analogous to the array of palette numbers. (It makes

the relationbetweenradius andtreedepthmore obvious,

too.)

These changes don't visibly affect the output,

and cut the run time to 3.0 seconds.

Summary:

I have run out of ideas for speeding up the

Pythagoras tree program in BAS1C09, though with

some compiled languages I might try recursion

elimination.

On the other hand, we may have criteria other

than speed. The integer version depends very much on
our choice ofresolution and region to display, and any

extensions will probably force us back to floating-

point. Symmetry doesn't combine neatly with the

hoisted visitation trick, so you could decide to use the

standard tree traversal and take advantage ofsymmetry

by just traversing the left subtree of the root. (Il still

beats the non-symmetric program by almost a second.)

Theclearercodemay run fastenough.A mathematician

may just want to look at the output to gain intuition, as

we did by noticing the tree's symmetry, and may not

even care if the program takes all night to generate

results.

On the third hand, as Lt. Arex on the animated

Star Trek would say, most of the speed came from

simple, obvious changes. Keep them in mind when

you write your next BASIC09 program or convert a

program from an unstructured BASIC to BASIC09.

Why pass up easy speedups?

On the fourth hand, we haven't covered all the

improvements you can make when converting a Color

BASIC program to BASIC09. Cleaning up control

structures will have to wait for another article.

{stc m7(t pcfgefor program tistings)
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Unmodified PYTH listing:

PROCEDURE pyth
DIM i,palette (10) : INTEGER
FOR i:=l TO 10

palGtte{i) :=1+RND(14)
NEXT i

RUN bgfx(^'clear")

RUN bgfx( "curof f
")

RUN pythrec {0 ., 1 .,, 5, palette, 1)

RUN bgfx{ "curon")

PROCEDURE pythrec
PARAM X , y , r : REAL
PARAM palette (10) .depth: INTEGER
DIM xl,yl,rl :REAL
DIM rs: INTEGER

RUN bgfx( "color", palette (depth)

)

xl:=,5* (x~y-l.

)

yl : = . 5* (x+y+1 ,

)

rs:=130.*r
RUN bgfxC' circle", 3 20+FIX(xl*40

0. ) /3, 116-FIX(yl*160,

)

/3,rs)

RUN bgfx(^^circle", 320+FIX(yl*40
0. )/3, 116-FIX(-{xl) *160. ) /3,

rs

)

IF depth<9 THEN
rl:-r* .707107

RUN
pythrec (xl

,
yl , rl

,
palette , depth+1

)

RUN pythrec (yl, - (xl ), rl , palette
, depth+1

)

ENDIF

New PYTH listing;

PROCEDURE pyth
DIM i,palette (10) : INTEGER
FOR i :-l TO 10

palette(i) :-l+RND(14)

NEXT i

RUN bgfx( "clear")

RUN bgfx( "curof f
")

RUN pythrec (0. , 1. , .5, palette, 1)

RUN bgfx( "curon")

PROCEDURE pythrec
PARAM x,y,r:REAL
PARAM palette ( 10 ), depth: INTEGER
DIM xl,yl,rl:REAL
DIM xsl,xs2,ysl,ys2, rs:INTEGER

RUN bgfx{ "color", palette (depth)

]

xl:-. 5* (x-y-1.

)

yl : =. 5* (x+y+1 .

)

xsl:=FIX(xl*400.) /3

xs2:=FIX(xl*150
. ) /3

ysl:=FIX(yl*400. ) /3

ys2:-FIX(yl*150.}/3
rs : =:130 . *r

IF depth=l THEN
RUN bgfx( "circle", 320+xsl, 116-ys

2,rs)

RUN bgfx( "circle" , 320+ysl, 116+xs
2, rs)

rl:=r*. 707107
RUN pythrec (xl

,
yl , rl

,
palette, dep

th+1)

ELSE
RUN bgfx( "circle" , 320+xsl, 116-ys

2, rs)

RUN bgfx( "circle", 320+ysl, 116+xs

2, rs)

RUN bgfx( "circle", 320-xsl, 116-ys

2, rs)

RUN bgfx( "circle" , 320-ysl , 116+xs
2, rs)

IF depth<9 THEN
rl :=r*. 707107
RUN pythrec (xl,yl , rl

,
palette, dep

th+l)

RUN pythrec (yl, - (xl) , rl
,
palette,

depth+1)

ENDIF
ENDIF
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Quality OS- 9 Software from

CoiorSYstcms
NEW! K-Windows Chess for MM/1 $24.95

NEWI X10 Master Control Program for MM/1 $29.95

Variations of Solitaire $29.95 (MM/1)
l^yrjinid, Klondike, 5ridcr, Poker i CtitificM a- .^^

$19,95 (CoCo3)

OS-9Qame Pack $29.95 (MM/1)
Othcilo, Yohl^cc, KiiifjhfsRaidirjc, Minefield and Rciiticship .

$19.95 [CoCo3)

Wi'Shel $14.95 (CoCo3)
An OS-V Word Process (ntJ Poinl Giid Click User Intcrfdcc

Wsing AWK with OS'9 $14.95 (MM/1)
Includes V2.1 .1 4 of QNU AWK for05y/6HOOO

ToO-dfrSen^JCh^.krrMnn£.7 0>d^rlo OH or writ? for s fiec (alalo^l
Com? SCe US dt CllfCdgO!

%ttlXo
n.,„oD=.v..i.„.w(i.bi.r Mention (his advertisement and

(910) 6/5 1706 NC Rpsrclfii[?fil^'i-=«--:'(W ^^A^ale? ra>

FARNA Systems
Newjrom FARNA Systems: The CoCo Family Recorder/OS-9! Record your family's history on your

CoCo! Very easy to use genealogy program features all necessary modules to make your research easy, The
OS-9 version requires OS-9 Level 2, an 80 column monitor, and at least one double sided 40 track drive

(larger is fine). Can be shipped on a 3.5" 720K drive if requested (no extra cost). S28.50

If you own the DECB version, you can upgrade for $20.00 by sending your ORIGINAL DECB disk (it will

be returned). The OS-9 version has a data file conversion utility (RS-DOS command and CC3Disk patch

required... see "Patch OS-9" below). The DECB version is still available for $18.50

Patch OS-9: A complete set of the most used and desired patches and utilities for OS-9 Level 2! We have

sold nearly 150 sets of these disks! Many OS-9 users have stated that this is the closest thing to a Level 2

Upgrade yet! An auto-install utility is included (requires two drives, 40T/DS or larger, and 51K ) $7.50

Want to get those bulky OS-9 Level 2 or OSK manuals off your desk? Order one of our Quick Reference

and Progammers Guides! The Level 2 version is $7.50, OSK version is $8.50. Order the Level 2 QRG and

Patch OS-9 together for only S 1 2.50.

We also sell Ken-Ton SCSI hard drive interfaces and complete systems. Please mquire for a catalog.

PLEASE INCLUDE $2.50 S&H PER ORDER
FARNA Systems, Box 321, Warner Robins, GA 31099-0321
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"So this is a stide-rule. How did they

program it?"

Iowa and Country CoCo Club, fea|i3(iS;

articles and graphics frond various^Hb"

authors

Cost: Free with membership ($16/yr)

Distributor: Mid Iowa and Country

CoCo, Terty Simons, 1326 48th, Das
Moines IA 5031

1

A/ame.'CoCo~1 2 3

Description: Newsletter of the Gienside

CoCo Club ;f=-.;':,

Cost: Club M©tnbersrtifj^.|1

5

£?/sfrii?ufoK^jiiehsjde Com^\ub of ^.^^^^^^ „

Cir.;Carpentersville IL 60tifi/(708)

M§.3576 ' '^p .

iName: CoCo Frieriids;>Oisk Magazine '^r;

System -Req-^ : CoCo 3, 1 28Kf RGB
monitor : -

De$criptior):3\-mofiXh\y rna^azirie on

di^ dedicated td-RSrCfOS, 8-1 5, new
j^rbgrams per ias^^; articles, an&:.

g-mj^iiia^""'
"'

"Z^ ':,

""" " "" " " "
" '-

Disfrttiutor Rick's Comptiter ^ .

Entfrj^ie, P.o!|box 276i=^itLrty KY
425Wl(§Q6)-78T'5783 „,, „ ;, I

i

",tl. This issue 'doses with andipfer

ail#te.in the Chris Dekker fHasic09

Jones of Mlimwai||iple presents an

interesting looilmli> optimizing the

Pythagoras Tree algorithm which Chris

introduced previously.

JWT Enterprises plans to keep

back issues of UpTime for sale (as our

supply permits), as well as back issues

of our Nine-Times publication and our

^jQptimize Utility Set Pack. I hope you

"^liave enjoyed VpTime in its relatively

;lrief existance, and I wish everyone the

'fet! Thank youforsupporting UpTimel

iSii*ii!i!l^»ii&is:

lilfe^l:l:l^llili|liil!

QpTlmo
JWT Enterprises

5755 Lockwood Blvd.

Youngstown, OH 44512

Address correction requested
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5755 Lockwood Blud. Yourtgstown, OH 4451T TeL (216) 758-7694

Dear UpTime subscriber^

Thank you for your continuing support of UpTime. As explained in the newsletter, this is the final issue

ofpublication for UpTime. All of your remaining subscription credit, if any, willbe transferred toFARNA
System's 68 Micros. Forevery two issues of UpTzmecredit, you will receive a one-issue credit for 68 Micros.

Listed below is the total issues that will be credited to your 68 Micros account. If you feel that this in-

formation is incorrect, please get back with us as soon as possible so that any errors may be corrected.

Thank you again for your support over the past two years!

You have credits of 68 Micros issues.

y^orTnore information aSout ourproductSj JWT"Enterprises advertisement in on t/ie reverse



JWT Enterprises
Optimize Utility Set Pac:

'«* optimize your floppies and hard drives quickly and easily !
'"* Includes utility to check file and directory fragmentation,

'*- Works alone or with Burke & Burke repack utility. "* One stop optimization for any Level 2 OS-9 system.

111^ Check and correct any disk's file and directory structures without any technical raumbo-jumbo before optimizing.

I"* Run periodically to maintain the integrity of your disks as well as the reliability of your data.

$19.95; Foreign Postage, add $4.00

UpTime
Back-Issues:

UpTime
Volume 1 Pack:

From September 1992 to August 1994 monthly. Limited supplies.

$1.00 each; Foreign Orders, add $1.00 each

Contains September 1992 to August 1993 issues in binder. Limited supplies.

$12.00 each; Foreign Orders not available.

Nine-Times

Back Issues:

Magazine Manual:

Magazine Source:

From May 1989 to March 1994, bi-monthly intervals

• Helpful and useful programs

• C and Basic09 programming examples

• Hints, Help columns, and informative articles

• All graphic/joystick interface

• Can be used with a hard disk or ram disk

• Write for back issue contents.

$4.00 each; Foreign Orders, add $1.50 each

Bulk orders of six or more, $3.00 each; Foreign Orders, add $1.50 each

Entire set of 30 issues, $60.00 ($2.00/issue); Foreign Orders, add $35.00

Instruction manual for the Nine-Times disk magazine.

• Includes setup and booting information

• Originally sent to all new Nine-Times subscribers

$1.50; Foreign Orders, add $2.00

Full Basic09 code and documentation for the presentation shell used with Nine-Times.

$24.95; Foreign Orders, add $5.00

l1 Ay sistance & Inquiries:

[216)-758-7S94

JWT Enterprises

5755 Lockwood Blvd.

Youngstown, OH 445 12

Copyright (G) 1994

RAINBOW
ccnnncATinw

Foreign postage excludes U.S. Territories and Canada.

These products for OS-9 Level 2 on the CoCo 3. Sorry, no

C.O.D.'s or credit cards; Foreign& Canadian orders, p/t^^fA-e

use U.S. money orders. U.S. checks, allow 4 weeks for

receipt of order. Ohio residents, please add 6% sales tax.

OS-9 is a trademark d£ MicrowarG Systems Corp. and Motorola, Inc.


